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Abstract. Visually impaired users are hindered in their efforts to access
the largest repository of electronic information in the world – the World
Wide Web (Web). The web is visually-centric with regard to presenta-
tion and information order / layout, this can (and does) hinder users
who need presentation-agnostic access to information. Transcoding can
help to make information more accessible via a restructuring of pages.
We describe an approach based on annotation of web pages, encoding se-
mantic information that can then be used by tools in order to manipulate
and present web pages in a form that provides easier access to content.
Annotations are made directly to style sheet information, allowing the
annotation of large numbers of similar pages with little effort.

1 Introduction

Access to, and movement around, complex hypermedia environments, of which
the web is the most obvious example, has long been considered an important
and major issue in the Web design and usability field [9,13]. The commonly
used slang phrase ‘surfing the web’ implies rapid and free access, pointing to its
importance among designers and users alike. It has also been long established
[7,10] that this potentially complex and difficult access is further complicated,
and becomes neither rapid nor free, if the user is visually impaired1.

Annotation of web pages provides a mechanism to enhance visually impaired
peoples’ access to information on web-pages through an encoding of the meaning
of that information. Annotations can then be consumed by tools that restructure
or reorganise pages in order to pull out salient information. However, when
working in the real world, there are issues we must face. Empirical evidence
suggests that authors and designers will not create separate semantic mark up
to sit with standard XHTML2 because they see it as an unnecessary overhead.
In addition, designers will not compromise their desire to produce “beautiful
and effective” web sites.

Recent moves towards a separation of presentation, metadata and informa-
tion such as Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) [6], can help to alleviate some of the

1 Here used as a general term encompassing the WHO definition of both profoundly
blind and partially sighted individuals [23].

2 Extensible Hypertext Markup Language.
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problems, but there are still many issues to be addressed. Sites such as CSSZen-
Garden3 are models of the state of the art, but still remain relatively inaccessible
to visually impaired people, however, as the information is rendered in an order
defined by the designer and not in the order required by the user.

Visually impaired users interact with these systems in a ‘serial’ (audio) manner
as opposed to a ‘parallel’ (visual) manner. Content is read from top left to bottom
right, there is no scanning and progress through information is slow. Visually
impaired users are at a disadvantage because they have no idea which items are
menus, what the page layout is, what the extent is, and where the focus of the
information is. Even when CSS concepts do look as though they have a meaning
with regard to the information there is no way of relating this due to the lack
of machine interpretable semantics. At this point, we can turn our attention to
advances and developments in the Semantic Web.

Before doing so, we must stress that a key consideration for us is the sup-
port of designers. We wish to support the designer because in doing this we
make sure our target user group are supported by the designers’ creation. In our
conversations with designers [26,16] the message we hear given is:

“If there is any kind of overhead above the normal concept creation then
we are less likely to implement it. If our design is compromised in any
way we will not implement. We create beautiful and effective sites, we’re
not information architects.”

We suggest that designers need a lightweight no-frills [20] approach to include
semantic information relating to the role of document elements within XHTML
documents; thus we need to ensure that any technical solutions proposed should
incur a minimal costs in design overhead. We consider this to be “semantics”
as it exposes additional information about page elements that would otherwise
be implicit – for example a menu is an element that should be treated in a
particular way by a client browser. CSS information may describe how to render
the element in an appropriate way, but tells us nothing about the intended
interpretation (and thus semantics) of the element.

The Semantic Web vision [4] is of a Web in which the underlying semantics of
resources are made explicit using representations that are amenable to machine
processing. The consideration of the problem outlined above leads us to the
question:

Can semantic information be exposed in general purpose web-pages such
that the information within the page can be transformed into a version
as accessible to visually impaired users as it is to sighted users, without
compromising the page’s design vision?

Our proposed approach, known as SADIe, can be summarised as follows.
We provide an ontology that describes the meaning of elements found within
XHTML meta tags and associate this with the data found in pages through an
annotation of CSS style sheets. In this way, CSS presentation will be unaffected
3 http://www.csszengarden.com/

http://www.csszengarden.com/
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but semantics will be an explicit part of the data. We can then provide tools that
consume this information, manipulating the documents and providing appropri-
ate presentations to the user. A characteristic of our approach which is worth
highlighting is that – in contrast to the majority of Semantic Web work concern-
ing semantic annotation – we are not here concerned directly with annotation of
domain content, but rather in exposing semantics relating to the presentation of
material and the document structure. In addition, there is novelty in the attempt
to annotate the CSS style sheet rather than the individual documents. Although
this may not allow us to provide detailed annotations of individual document el-
ements in particular documents, the broad-brush approach results in a low-pain,
high-gain situation. As we see in our example discussed throughout the paper,
annotation of a single CSS style sheet can result in the ability to transcode large
numbers of pages that share the CSS presentation. Annotation via the CSS also
allows us to deal with legacy sites.

The needs of visually impaired users accessing pages via audio are similar in
a number of ways to those using mobile or small-screen devices – for example,
only a small portion of the page is viewable at any point. Thus, although our
primary motivation for this work is in supporting the needs of visually impaired
users, we see potential benefit in the support of small-screen and mobile devices.

Earlier work4 puts forward the basic ideas behind our approach [15]. Here, we
expand on those ideas, providing a more detailed description of our prototype
implementation along with an evaluation. The remaining sections of the paper
are structured as follows. We provide a brief overview of background and context.
This is followed by a description of the technical approach being taken by SADIe,
along with examples. We present results from a preliminary technical evaluation,
showing the viability of our approach, and conclude with discussion and pointers
to future directions.

2 Background and Context

An overview of related work and technology is given in [15]. A brief summary
is given here. Our work draws on a number of strands, including the Semantic
Web, encoding semantics in documents, transcoding, and annotation.

A variety of techniques have been proposed for embedding XML/RDF infor-
mation in HTML documents. This includes work from the TAG project [5,19],
the use of the XHTML link element [22], the HyperRDF system [12], Aug-
mented Metadata for XHTML [1] and the W3C Web Co-ordination Group’s
work on GRDDL [17].

None of these methods prove ideal for our purposes, some due to problems with
validation (TAG, XHTML link, and HyperRDF). GRDDL is about embedding
extra information through modification of that document. We are interested in
associating additional information with documents, but not through an embed-
ding – rather we aim to make use of existing information already present and
expose it in a more explicit fashion. This is similar to the Deep Annotation [28]
4 Going under the name of LLIS.
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approach proposed by Volz et. al., where annotation of a logical schema can lead
to annotation of resources or web pages that are dynamically generated from a
database.

Transcoding is a technology used to adapt Web content so that it can
be viewed on any of the increasingly diverse devices found on today’s mar-
ket. Transcoding normally involves: (1) Syntactic changes like shrinking or re-
moving images [18]; (2) Semantic rearrangements and fragmentation of pages
based on the meaning of a section [21,11]; (3) Annotation of the page created
by a reader [8]; and (4) Generated annotations created by the content manage-
ment system [8]. In Semantic Transcoding, the semantics provide the ma-
chine understand-ability and knowledge reasoning and the transcoding provides
the transformation technique. Current systems are at present however limited to
page analysis [24] where a page built after a set template can be analysed and
transformed by semantic or semantic like technologies.

The goal of annotations for Web content transcoding is to provide better
support either for audio rendering, and thus for visually impaired users, or for vi-
sual rendering in small screen devices. Various proxy-based systems to transcode
Web pages based on external annotations for visually impaired users have been
proposed [27,3]. The main focus is on extracting visually fragmented group-
ings, their roles and importance. They do not support deep understanding and
analysis of pages, and in consequence the supported transcoding is somewhat
constrained. DANTE [30] uses an ontology known as WAfA, providing a repre-
sentation of knowledge about mobility of visually impaired people. Annotations
made on pages then drive a page transformation process. The DANTE approach
annotates individual page fragments using XPointer which results in a rather
brittle solution. Annotation at the level of the stylesheet (as proposed here)
should, provide a solution which is more resilient to change. Other work centres
on small-screen devices and proposes a system to transcode an HTML document
by fragmenting it into several documents [18]. The transcoding is based on an
external annotation framework. Annotation in the Semantic Web context [14]
has tended to focus on providing annotations on documents in order to improve
search/retrieval or integration. The focus is thus on identifying particular con-
cept instances that are described by web pages. Here though, as introduced in
Section 1 we are providing an explicit description of the meaning or intended
interpretation of the structure of the document, rather than the objects in the
world that the document is talking about.

Each of the transformations described above are fraught with problems with
regard to the acceptability of the resulting generation. This is especially the case
when sighted users as well as visually impaired users wish to use the same page.
Automatic transcoding based on removing parts of the page results in too much
information loss and manual transcoding is near impossible when applied to
dynamic web sites. Most systems use their own bespoke proxy-servers or client
side interfaces and these systems require a greater setup cost in-terms of user
time. Finally, some systems require bespoke automatic annotation by a content
generator and so are not usable by every user and all systems.
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3 System Description

From the preceding discussion, we can identify the following requirements for
our system.

– Semantic descriptions of element roles
– Non-destructive, unobtrusive annotation of pages
– Transcoding based on descriptions

The approach taken in our prototype system can be loosely described as fol-
lows. An upper level ontology provides basic notions that encapsulate the role of
document elements. In the current implementatino, this is largely a taxonomy
consisting of elements such as menu or header. In addition, an element can be
characterised as a removableCSSComponent – one which can be removed with-
out significantly impacting on the information carried within the document or
given a priority that express how important the element is considered to be.
This upper level ontology is defined in isolation from a particular site, providing
an abstraction over the document structure. For a particular CSS stylesheet, we
provide an extension of the ontology giving the particular characteristics of the
elements appearing in that stylesheet. We can consider this extension to be an
annotation of the stylesheet elements – it provides information telling us, for
example, whether particular elements in the stylesheet can be considered to be
removable or important. Figure 1 shows an example of a site-specific ontology
extension.

Fig. 1. blogger.com ontology fragment

Annotation of the CSS elements allows us to make our assertions about the
meaning of the document structure at an appropriate level. A CSS stylesheet
often contains inherent “semantic” information about the implicit intended func-
tion of the elements, but which is not necessarily presented in a manner which
is amenable to machine processing. For example, blogger.com (see below) pro-
vides elements such as comment and profile. This is, we feel, a clear example
of a problem that Semantic Web technology and approaches are intended to
represent – there is (currently) no explicit characterisation of the semantics of
these tags, and they are thus opaque to understanding by machine. By providing
a mapping from these elements to a shared upper level ontology of document
elements, we can provide the opportunity for applications to manipulate doc-
uments in appropriate ways. The SADIe application then uses the ontology to
determine appropriate transformations to be made to a source document.
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Our prototype is delivered as a Mozilla toolbar extension called SADIe (see
Fig. 2) which has three types of functionality; De-Fluff, ReOrder, and Toggle
Menu. De-fluff removes all the information that is removable based on its loca-
tion in the ontology not in the CSS or XHTML. ReOrder rearranges the page so
that the most important pieces of information are moved to the top of the docu-
ment based on the values assigned to the elements in the ontology. Finally, Toggle
Menu moves menu items from their current location to the top of the DOM (as
a child of the DOM body). In the current prototype, requests and operations
are pre-configured and anchored to checkboxes on the toolbar (see Fig 2), with
checkboxes for the functionalities described above and a button to execute the
SADIe transformations. When transformation is selected, appropriate requests
are sent to the Ontology Service. In de-fluffing, for example, all of the removable
items are requested. The Service complies and the SADIe parses the Document
Object Model (DOM) looking for removable components and discarding them.

As an illustrative example, we consider a blogging site blogger.com, a legacy
site for which we have created a sample ontology, and show how our application
can transform pages into more accessible forms. Blogs are fast becoming ubiq-
uitous on the web, with sites such as blogger.com providing easy mechanisms
allowing users to publish their thoughts or opinions on a wide range of subjects.
As many users are neither interested nor competent in issues surrounding web
design or the use of markup languages, blogger.com provides standard mecha-
nisms for marking up and structuring pages. CSS stylesheets are used to control
the presentation. In this way, a large number of pages can be delivered with
almost identical underlying structure, but with widely differing “look and feel”
in terms of the colour, fonts, layout etc. It is this similarity in structure that
we exploit – by providing a mechanism that allows us to annotate at the CSS
level. A single annotation is then applicable to a large number of pages. One
key feature is that because we do not annotate or modify the actual XHTML
document our system does not force developers into costly and time consum-
ing re-engineering to achieve backward compatibility. We extended our SADIe
Ontology with web logging terms and from these created a specific ontology for
blogger.com (see earlier Fig. 1). The ontology was created in OWL using the
Protégé tool; it comprises a small set of concepts and sub-concepts derived from
the blogger.com CSS Template. Some of these concepts were described as being
removable, and a measure of importance assigned using integer values. A frag-
ment of the ontology is shown in Fig. 1. The hierarchical (subclass) relationships
for the class removableCSSComponents have been inferred using a reasoner and
show that deleted-comment, description, footer, profile-container, and sidebar can
all be removed.

Interestingly our ontology contains two concepts (recently and archive-list)
which have no CSS entry but which are used as CSS-class identifiers in blogger.
Thus there is no extra presentational information associated with elements using
these identifiers. These two concepts enclose the recent posts list and the archive
month lists and so, in fact, act like menus into previous postings. Axioms assert-
ing that the concepts recently and archive-list are subclasses of menu are added

blogger.com
blogger.com
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Fig. 2. Transcoding a Blog (see http://partystands4me.blogspot.com/ for the orig-
inal)

to the ontology. As we will see below our application can then treat recently and
archive-list as kinds of menus and perform appropriate operations up on them.
Again, this is an example of the explicit specification of the information content
of the document.

Figure 2 illustrates the tool in action. To the left we see the original page before
transcoding. In this case, the blog contents are relatively inaccessible, even to
sighted users. After transcoding (on the right), the blog entries are exposed.

When an XHTML document arrives in the Mozilla browser with a
SADIe toolbar the application first determines whether there is an ontology as-
sociated with the document (see Section 3). If such an ontology is present it is
retrieved much like Mozilla retrieves the CSS document. The ontology is then
passed to an Ontology Service which is used to provide functionality relating to
the ontology such as classification (e.g. what are all the removable elements?).

Upper Level 
Triage Ontology

Site Specific
Extension

Document
Instances

Triage
Application

Fig. 3. Ontology and Site-specific extensions

In this way all pages created
using blogger.com (close to a
million blogs) can be modified
by using this one simple on-
tology and tool. The particular
ontology is specific to the site.
However, the upper level defini-
tions which are used by the tool
in order to determine which ele-
ments to be removed are generic
– integrating an additional site
into the system simply requires

the definition of a mapping from the CSS elements of the site into the base
SADIe ontology. Any site’s pages can be de-fluffed as long as the elements that
are removable are identified. We do not need to hard-wire the information about
the CSS elements into the application – this is encoded in the ontology which
is then used by the application (see Figure 3). The upper level ontology de-
scribes concepts that are relevant to the process – for example menu – and the
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application’s behaviour is specified in terms of these concepts. Site specific ex-
tensions describe their CSS elements in terms of these upper level concepts (e.g.
recently as discussed in the example).

The approach is non-intrusive and works hand-in-hand with existing technolo-
gies used to control presentation. Users view the document in a web browser as
normal. Browsers that are ‘semantic-aware’, however, can use the extra informa-
tion to provide more intelligent access to the information than before.

In additoin, as we do not annotate or modify the actual XHTML document our
system does not force developers into costly and time consuming re-engineering
to achieve backward compatibility.

We are suggesting a simple and flexible system without a significant semantic
overhead. To achieve this we use a group of techniques to encode semantics
directly into a page:

Class and ID Attributes. XHTML class or id attributes are used to encode
a piece of semantic information in the form of a concept-class or property into
a defined piece of XHTML delimited by the closing element identifier. This is
normally achieved by using the div and span elements to conjoin both the
presentation style (CSS) and the semantic meaning (ontology) to the user.

Ontology. Our approach involves an annotation on CSS elements in order to
describe their properties. The identification of the ontology to use may be done
in a number of ways. These follow the methods laid down by the originators
of CSS in order to link stylesheets to XHTML pages, e.g. through an explicit
XHTML <link> element, a direct encoding of the ontology in the page or by
searching for an ontology in the root directory of the web site;

The SADIe application parses the XHTML DOM and the document is then
viewed as a knowledge base – instances are elements from the document such as
<span> or <div> elements with their associated classes being taken from CSS
id or class attributes (see Fig. 2 - ‘ID / CLASS Results’). Information about the
classes in the ontology is then used to determine the actions to take. For instance,
if we wanted to remove all the concepts (and therefore CSS-blocks) that are
removable, then this involves a query for those elements classified as removable
in the ontology. We can here make use of the concept hierarchy, potentially
providing descriptions of the document elements that are organised and classified
using inference. Inference may be brought into play here – for example, it may
be that we use a number of characteristics to determine whether an element
should be considered as removable.

Similarly, as discussed above, concepts such as recently and archive-list are
classified as kinds of menu. As SADIe knows how to process menu concepts (from
the SADIe Ontology), when it encounters an archive-list, this can be handled using
appropriate mechanisms – say moving it to the top of the document or back to
its original position. A key point to note here is that the reordering of the DOM
in general does not change the visual appearance as the CSS takes care of the
layout. It does however move the information in the XHTML document and
changes are noticeable if the style information is removed. This is exactly the
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Table 1. SADIe Evaluation Results

Category Name URL CSS Failure Entry Point
Corporate Sites Microsoft Corporation http://www.microsoft.com/ Mixed 2 Success

Digital Designs http://www.digitaldesign.us Pure 0 Success
Stagecoach Buses http://www.stagecoachbus.com/ Pure 0 Success
British Nuclear Fuels http://www.bnfl.com/ Pure 0 Success
Epson Corporation http://www.epson.co.jp/e/ Mixed 1 Success

Content & Media Blogger http://www.blogger.com/ Pure 0 Success
The Mac Observer http://www.macobserver.com/ Pure 0 Success
New Musical Express http://www.nme.com/ Mixed 5 Failure
BBC News http://news.bbc.co.uk/ Mixed 2 Failure
CNN International http://edition.cnn.com/ Mixed 1 Failure

Search Engines Google http://www.google.co.uk/ None 5 Failure
Yahoo http://uk.yahoo.com/ Mixed 0 Success
Ask Jeeves http://www.askjeeves.co.uk/ Mixed 0 Success
MSN Search http://search.msn.com/ Pure 0 Success
HotBot http://www.hotbot.co.uk/ Pure 0 Success

Directories Google Directory http://directory.google.co.uk/ None 5 Failure
Yahoo Directory http://uk.dir.yahoo.com/ None 5 Failure
This Is Our Year http://www.thisisouryear.com/ Mixed 2 Success
HotSheet http://www.hotsheet.com/ Pure 0 Success
HaaBaa Web Directory http://www.haabaa.com/ Mixed 0 Success

Portals AOL UK http://www.aol.co.uk/ Mixed 0 Success
MSN UK http://www.msn.co.uk/ Mixed 2 Success
Wanadoo http://www.wanadoo.co.uk/ Mixed 4 Success
Virgin Net http://www.virgin.net/ Mixed 4 Success
Tiscali UK http://www.tiscali.co.uk/ Pure 0 Success

E-stores Play http://www.play.com/ Mixed 0 Success
Amazon UK http://www.amazon.co.uk/ None 5 Failure
Tiny http://www.tiny.com/ Mixed 1 Success
Tesco http://www.tesco.com/ Mixed 1 Success
Red Letter Days http://www.redletterdays.co.uk/ Mixed 1 Success

Virtual Hosting Bravenet http://www.bravenet.com/ Mixed 1 Success
InMotion Hosting http://www.inmotionhosting.com/ None 5 Failure
Path Host http://www.pathhost.net/ Mixed 0 Success
Honest Web Host http://www.honestwebhost.com/ Mixed 5 Failure
Netwalker Internet Services http://www.netwalker.biz/ Mixed 0 Success

Universities University of Manchester http://www.manchester.ac.uk/ Mixed 0 Success
University of York http://www.york.ac.uk/ Mixed 0 Success
University of Sheffield http://www.shef.ac.uk/ Mixed 1 Success
University of Oxford http://www.ox.ac.uk/ Mixed 0 Success
University of Southampton http://www.soton.ac.uk/ Mixed 1 Success

outcome we hoped for because access technologies access the XHTML DOM as
presented and often exclude the style and placement information.

Building a transformable web site is now a relatively straightforward activity.
XHTML pages and the CSS are already built as part of the standard site cre-
ation. The addition required is the identification of the ontology that assists in
the transformation task. As discussed above, this could be either via a <link>,
a direct encoding, or the inclusion of the ontology in a standard location.

4 Evaluation

In order to explore the viability of our proposed approach, we conducted a
small technical evaluation. We are chiefly interested here in evaluating the first
part of our objective: Can semantic information be exposed in general purpose
web-pages such that the information within the page can be transformed? Thus
for the purposes of this evaluation, we make an assumption that the proposed
transformations such as removal of unnecessary items of reordering of menus are
useful operations in improving accessibility5.

The W3C’s Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) provides strategies and guide-
lines that web designers can use to make the Web accessible to people with
5 Of course, such a claim is open to challenge, and we intend to pursue further User

Evaluations in order to investigate this.
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disabilities. These guidelines are targeted at designers using current technology
and techniques, such CSS and XHTML. The main focus of our approach is not
web site design, but some of the principles in the guidelines can be applied when
evaluating SADIe. The W3C guidelines [29] include steps such as:

1. Select a sample of different kinds of pages from the Web site to be reviewed.
This must include all the pages that people are likely to use to enter the site.

2. Use a graphical user interface browser and examine a selection of pages while
adjusting the browser settings.

3. Use a voice browser or a text browser and examine the Web site while check-
ing if equivalent information available through the voice or text browser is
available through the GUI browser and that the information presented is in
a meaningful order if read serially.

Choose Sample Web Pages. Amitay et. al. [2] propose that while web sites are
different visually, if a web site’s role is taken into account, then there are some
similarities. By using web site roles, they produced eight categories that can
be used for classifying web sites. These categories are Corporate Sites, Content
and Media, Search Engines, Web Hierarchies and Directories, Portals, E-Stores,
Virtual Hosting and Universities. By using these eight categories, we can gain
some confidence that our evaluation uses a reasonable sample of the kinds of
web sites that potential users of SADIe may access.

Five web sites from each category were selected, giving a total of 40 sites in the
sample. The W3C guidelines specify that when evaluating a web site the entry
point should be tested, as this is the first page the users will access. Therefore,
the samples include the site entry point (usually index.html) of the web site,
plus 4 other randomly chosen pages on the web site. This gave us a total of 5
pages per web site. With 40 web sites, we examined 200 web pages in total.

Apply SADIe to Each Page. We applied De-fluff, Reorder and Toggle to the page
and observed the results.

Evaluate Results of SADIe for Each Page. Success of the transcoding was de-
termined by observation of the resulting page. Taking into account what SADIe
was designed to do, we asked the following questions of a transcoded page:

1. Have all obstacles marked removable been removed?
2. Are there multiple columns on the page?
3. Has all formatting that uses tables been removed?
4. Is there anything that breaks up the flow of text?
5. Are all blocks of text aligned vertically as opposed to horizontally?
6. Are all navigation links at the top of the page?

A positive answer to all these questions, was considered to indicate a success-
ful transcoding by SADIe. A negative answer to any question was considered a
failure. This assessment was performed by one of the authors.

Determine Web Site Success. In determining a web site’s success or failure, we
used the entry point to determine if the site succeeded or failed, following the
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Table 2. SADIe Web Site Evaluation Summary

CSS Type Site Sample Site Failures Sample Error (%) True Error Range (%)
Pure 9 0 0 0 - 0
Mixed 26 4 15 2 – 28
None 5 5 100 100 – 100
All 40 9 23 11 – 35
Pure/Mixed 35 4 11 1 – 21

WAI philosophy. If we can make a page that most people use accessible, then
that is more important for the site than providing access to a page that few
people will ever read.

Having established a framework for the evaluation, it was then applied to a
sample of web pages. The sample sites were obtained by taking the first five web
sites from each of the eight IBM categories were used.

Table 1 shows the results of the SADIe evaluation. The 40 web sites and their
categories are noted as well as how many of the web pages on the site failed the
SADIe evaluation and if the entry point was a success or not. We also note how
the presentation of the site was achieved. Pages using only CSS are designated
Pure. None indicates no CSS usage. Mixed was for those sites that use CSS for
formatting fonts and colours and headings etc, but use tables for layout purposes.

Table 2 shows a summary of results. The results are broken down to show
the success rate of the various classes of CSS usage. These three categories are
then further summarised. The Pure/Mixed CSS Type is the combined results of
only those web sites that used Pure CSS for presentation and those that used
a mixture of CSS and tables for presentation. We factor out the web sites that
used no CSS as our design rationale is to make use of document structure as
encapsulated through the use of CSS and XHTML. If there is no CSS then by
design, we are unlikely to be able to transcode the page6.

The column “Site Failure” indicates how many entry points in the sample
failed to be correctly transcoded. The sample error is the proportion of web sites
from the sample that failed. The True Error Range provides a range in which the
true error lies for that class of web site (using a 95% confidence interval). From
Table 2, we can see that all the sites that used no CSS for presentation failed.
This was expected – SADIe relies upon the CSS to capture the structure of the
web page. If there is no CSS, there is nothing for SADIe to use for transcoding.

Discounting the sites that used no CSS, we consider that SADIe obtained rea-
sonable results. All sites that used pure CSS were successfully transcoded. When
the sites that used mixed presentation are included, the error rate increases. This
is partly due to problems in separating columns of text. We observed that a com-
mon approach adopted by these mixed sites was to give the entire table a CSS
class value, which SADIe could use, but not give the elements within the cells
of the table a Class or ID value. So while SADIe could remove or reorder the
table as a whole, the contents within the table were inaccessible to SADIe and
so remained in columns. This in turn meant the screen reader would be unable
to read the text properly and the page was deemed a failure. However, there
6 Clearly this is a limitation here, but we surmise that both the number and relative

proportion of sites that use CSS and XHTML is likely to continue to increase.
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were still a large number of web pages that were successful that mixed CSS and
tables for presentation. Table 2 shows that the error rate for this category was
11%, with the true error lying in the range of 1% and 21%.

While these results are encouraging, they must be taken with a pinch of salt
as we are making several assumptions. The first is that our confidence values
assume that web site design follows a Normal Distribution. Secondly, we are
assuming that our sample is an accurate reflection of the web pages that are
available on the Web. Amitay et. al’s proposal of categories based roles provides
a good guidance for selection. However, it is difficult to say that choosing only 5
web sites for each category, which we did, could accurately reflect that category
when the number is so small and the selection was not purely random. Recall
that we are basing success and failure on the structure and content of page after
transcoding. While we can make a value judgement that the transcoded page
will be more accessible, based on research in the field, a true user evaluation will
be needed before we can be sure of SADIe’s success.

While these assumptions need to be addressed, the initial results are promis-
ing. As Table 2 shows, the combined error rate when we tested web pages that
used pure and mixed presentation was only 11%. While we are not claiming that
SADIe can successfully transcode 89% of all web sites and make them accessible,
this initial result does provide a good basis for continued investigation of the
SADIe approach.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

We have described the first stage in a more elaborate system that will increase
free access to information for all users. By knowing more about the intended
meaning of the information that is being encountered visually impaired users
can perform their own transformations on that information.

Transcoding can help to make information more accessible via a restructur-
ing of pages. Unnecessary items that introduce clutter can be removed, while
important items can be promoted to a position on the page where they are en-
countered earlier by assistive technologies such as screen readers. Doing this in
a principled manner, however, requires that the implicit semantics of the doc-
ument be made explicit. We have described an approach based on annotation
of web pages, encoding semantic information that can then be used by tools in
order to manipulate and present web pages in a form that provides easier access
to content. The annotations use an ontology describing the basic semantic units
found in the pages as described in style sheets. Annotations are made directly
to style sheet information, allowing the annotation of large numbers of similar
pages with little effort.

The approach is minimal in the overhead presented to the site designer. No
constraints are made on the ways in which the layout and presentation of the site
can be produced. This is one of our key requirements – as discussed, designers will
ignore, or at the very least fight against, initiatives that compromise their work.
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Rather we make use of the fact that CSS elements are identified in the document
– in a large number of cases, these elements do, in fact, already correspond to
“meaningful” units of information. In addition, the approach makes no impact
on the validation of XHTML documents.

An alternative approach might have been to use the underlying XML structure
of the XHTML documents and then apply basic XSL technology to transcode.
We see at least two problems with this. First, the current number of resources
that are actually marked up using valid XHTML is small [25]. While browsers
continue to be successful in handling badly formatted HTML, there is little in-
centive for authors to rectify this. Of course, our approach requires HTML+CSS,
but our investigations (see Section 4) suggest that the proportion of sites using
CSS is significant enough to merit this requirement – CSS does not necessar-
ily require valid HTML in order to allow the production of good-looking web
pages. The second problem is that even if the documents are valid, the underly-
ing XML structure is not sufficient to carry the required information. The XML
document will have structure in the form of h1 or p or possibly even div and
span elements, but these alone are not sufficient to represent the various roles
played by elements in a page – this richer detail is usually encoded in the style
sheet.

The current prototype is still very much at the level of a proof-of-concept
demonstrator and will benefit from further refinement. We plan to extend the
upper level ontology to include more concepts covering document constructs
along with the specification of further transcoding operations. Site-specific ex-
tensions of the ontology are currently produced manually – investigations of
the automation or semi-automation of this process are also planned. Finally, we
need further user evaluations of the tool to determine how effective it really is
in increasing accessibility.

In summary, we propose that the inclusion of semantic information directly
into XHTML is an effective way to assist visually impaired users in accessing
web pages while not increasing or compromising the creation activity of authors
and designers. By knowing the meaning of the information that is being encoun-
tered visually impaired users can perform their own transformations on that
information.
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